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Year-on-year house price growth continued to
accelerate mildly to 4.6% in November.
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In November 2017, the FNB House Price Index showed a further mild
acceleration in year-on-year growth, from a revised 4.4% in October, to
4.6%.
Examining the year-to-date average, though, it appears most probably that,
despite the recent monthly year-on-year acceleration, average house price
growth for 2017 as a whole will be not far above 3%, down from an average
4.7% in 2016, and the 3rd consecutive year of average house price growth
slowdown.

NOVEMBER FNB HOUSE PRICE INDEX FINDINGS
The FNB House Price Index for November 2017 rose by 4.6% year-on-year.
This is a mild further acceleration from the revised 4.4% for October.
In real terms, when adjusting for CPI (Consumer Price Index) inflation, the
house price correction gradually continued as at October, with the real rate
of house price change remaining in mildly negative territory to the tune of a
-0.4% year-on-year decline (November CPI data not yet available). This is a
diminished real house price deflation rate, however, from -0.9% year-on-year
in September and from a low of -4.8% reached in December 2016.
This diminished real price decline in October was due in part to the
acceleration in the year-on-year house price inflation rate of that month from
4.1% in September to 4.4%. However, a decline in CPI inflation from 5.1%
year-on-year in September to 4.8% in October also assisted in curbing real
house price decline.
The average price of homes transacted in September was R1,103,092.

2017 REMAINS ON COURSE TO BEING A SLOWER PRICE GROWTH YEAR THAN THE PREVIOUS 3.
Although year-on-year house price growth has
been accelerating mildly in recent months,
viewing the “bigger” annual picture it remains
most probable that 2017 as a whole will turn out
to be a slower average house price growth year
than 2016, and will represent the 3rd consecutive
year of house price growth slowdown.
With 11 months’ worth of house price data
already available, the annual average year to
date house price growth for 2017 sits at 3.3%,
down from 4.7% in 2016, and a multi-year high
of 7% reached in 2014.
Our Firstrand expectation at the beginning of
2017 had been for 3% average house price
growth this year.
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HOUSE PRICE “CORRECTION WATCH” – LONGER RUN REAL HOUSE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS
Examining the longer term real house price
trends (house prices adjusted for CPI inflation),
we see that the level as at October 2017 had lost
-4.9% since a post-2008/9 recession high in
December 2015.
Looking a bit further back to the all-time real
house price peak at the end of 2007 (at the end
of the pre-2008 housing boom period), on a
cumulative basis real house prices were -19.9%
down on that high as at October 2017.
However, looking back further, despite a
mediocre performance in recent years, the
average real price currently remains a massive
62.5% above the end-2000 level, almost 17 years ago, and a time back just before boom-time price inflation started
to accelerate rapidly.
In nominal terms, when not adjusting for CPI inflation, the average house price in November 2017 was 318.26%
above the end-2000 level. By comparison, consumer goods and services prices, as measured by the CPI, were only
156.69% higher over virtually the same period (up to October 2017 due to November CPI data not yet available).

ADDENDUM - NOTES:
Note on The FNB Average House Price Index: Although also working on the average price principle (as opposed
to median or repeat sales), the FNB House Price Index differs from a simple average house price index in that
it could probably be termed a “fixed weight” average house price index.
One of the practical problems we have found with house price indices is that relative short term activity shifts
up and down the price ladder can lead to an average or median price index rising or declining where there was
not necessarily “genuine” capital growth on homes. For example, if “Full Title 3 Bedroom volumes remain
unchanged from one month to the next, but Sectional Title 1 Bedroom and Less (the cheapest segment on
average) transaction volumes hypothetically double, the overall national average price could conceivably
decline due to this relative activity shift.
This challenge of activity shifts between segments is faced by all constructors of house price indices. In an
attempt to reduce this effect, we decided to fix the weightings of the FNB House Price Index’s sub-segments
in the overall national index. This, at best, can only be a partial solution, as activity shifts can still take place
between smaller segments within the sub-segments. However, it does improve the situation.
With our 2013 re-weighting exercise, we have begun to segment not only according to room number, but also
to segment according to building size within the normal segments by room number, in order to further reduce
the impact of activity shifts on average price estimates.
The FNB House Price Index’s main segments are now as follows:
• The weightings of the sub-segments are determined by their relative transaction volumes over the past 5
years, and will now change very slowly over time by applying a 5-year moving average to each new price data
point. The sub-segments are:
- Sectional Title:
• Less than 2 bedroom – Large
• Less than 2 bedroom – Medium
• Less than 2 bedroom – Small

-

•
•
•

2 Bedroom – Large
2 bedroom – Medium
2 bedroom – Small

•
•
•

3 Bedroom and More - Large
3 Bedroom and More - Medium
3 Bedroom and More - Small

Full Title:
• 2 Bedrooms and Less - Large
• 2 Bedrooms and Less - Medium
• 2 Bedrooms and Less - Small
•
•
•

3 Bedroom - Large
3 Bedroom - Medium
3 Bedroom - Small

•
•
•

4 Bedrooms and More - Large
4 Bedrooms and More - Medium
4 Bedrooms and More – Small

The size cut-offs for “small”, medium” and “large” differ per room number sub-segment. “Large” would refer
to the largest one-third of homes within a particular room number segment over the past 5 year period,
“Medium” to the middle one-third, and “Small” to the smallest one-third of homes within that segment.
• The Index is constructed using transaction price data from homes financed by FNB.
• The minimum size cut-off for full title stands is 200 square metres, and the maximum size is 4000 square
metres
• The maximum price cut-off is R10m, and the lower price cut-off is R20,000 (largely to eliminate major
outliers and glaring inputting errors).
• The index is very lightly smoothed using a Hodrick-Prescott smoothing function with a Lambda of 5.

